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All companies both primes and subcontractors need to be familiar with FAR 9.103 and 9.104. Success in the 

federal marketplace in part depends upon awareness of these requirements and being able to put forth 

information that provides the necessary documentation needed for a contracting officer to make a 

determination. 

FAR 9.103 states “Purchases shall be made from, and contracts shall be awarded to, responsible prospective 

contractors only.” According to this statement, if a contracting officer cannot determine that a company meets 

the requirements of being responsible, they cannot award a contract. The FAR also addresses Subcontractor 

Responsibility in subpart 9.104-4 with the following statement – “Generally, prospective prime contractors are 

responsible for determining the responsibility of their prospective subcontractors (but see 9.405 and 9.405-2 

regarding debarred, ineligible, or suspended firms).” 

Knowledge of companies in your supply chain continues to grow in importance especially when the business 

relationship would entail the sharing of sensitive information such as ITAR, JCP, FCI and/or CUI. It is not enough 

to know that a subcontractor has an acceptable quality program or acceptable past performance. Primes holding 

sensitive information must determine if entities with which that information may be shared are eligible to 

receive that information. Additionally, just because a company may be eligible to receive information related to 

one program (category) doesn’t automatically qualify them to receive all types of information. Companies 

change - employees may leave and new employees take over responsibilities; ownership may change; investors 

may change and programs and/or processes may change. Eligibility to receive specific types of information in 

the past does not authorize either current or future sharing. Determinations to share information need to be 

on-going and current. 

Companies should use a variety of information sources to keep current with both changes to existing 

requirements and to be alerted to new and future requirements. Articles, webinars and emails help to provide 

this information, they should not be viewed as being authoritative. These sources are providing the highlights 

and summarizations; often the ideas presented are limited by space. Develop a variety of resources but when 

taking action, use the source document to fully understand the limits and intent of the change. 

The last two screen shots help to clarify this point. The first screen shot is taken from the DLA magazine 

– The Link. It provides information concerning an important change but it does not addresses under what 

conditions a Contracting Officer may vary from the 30 day payment terms and authorize payment earlier than 

30 days. However, DLAD 32.904(b)(1)(S-90) does provide additional details. It doesn’t state that earlier payment 

will be guaranteed or be available in every situation. It does indicate that early payment may be possible and 

under what conditions. 

 

 

https://www.acquisition.gov/far/part-9#FAR_9_405
https://www.acquisition.gov/far/part-9#FAR_9_405_2
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https://www.dla.mil/Portals/104/Documents/InformationOperations/EBS%20Supplier%20Information/TheLink_Issue18

_October%202020.pdf?ver=iyIkyXFTbjkDzAFm1SA1Cg%3d%3d 

 

https://www.dla.mil/Portals/104/Documents/InformationOperations/EBS%20Supplier%20Information/TheLink_Issue16

_April%202020.pdf?ver=2020-04-13-085156-353 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dla.mil/Portals/104/Documents/InformationOperations/EBS%20Supplier%20Information/TheLink_Issue18_October%202020.pdf?ver=iyIkyXFTbjkDzAFm1SA1Cg%3d%3d
https://www.dla.mil/Portals/104/Documents/InformationOperations/EBS%20Supplier%20Information/TheLink_Issue18_October%202020.pdf?ver=iyIkyXFTbjkDzAFm1SA1Cg%3d%3d
https://www.dla.mil/Portals/104/Documents/InformationOperations/EBS%20Supplier%20Information/TheLink_Issue16_April%202020.pdf?ver=2020-04-13-085156-353
https://www.dla.mil/Portals/104/Documents/InformationOperations/EBS%20Supplier%20Information/TheLink_Issue16_April%202020.pdf?ver=2020-04-13-085156-353
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https://www.dla.mil/Portals/104/Documents/InformationOperations/EBS%20Supplier%20Information/TheLink_Issue15

_January%202020.pdf?ver=2020-01-10-154409-410 

 

https://www.dla.mil/Portals/104/Documents/J7Acquisition/DLAD_Rev_5_PDF_Version_10-15-

20.pdf?ver=aHp7TdPvQB0UZPkZFj-f2g%3D%3D 

If you have questions about the FAR, please contact Marc Violante at MarcV@wispro.org or call (414) 456-9990  
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